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Unification in first-order languages
is a central operation in symbolic computation and logic
programming. Many unification algorithms have been
proposed in the past; however, there is no
consensus on which algorithm is the best to use in practice
. While Paterson and Wegman's linear
unification algorithm (1978) has the
lowest time complexity in the worst
case, it requires an
important overhead to be implemented
. This is true also, although
less importantly, for Martelli and
Montanan's algorithm (Martelli and Montanan 1982), and
Robinson's algorithm (Robinson 1971),
is finally retained in many applications despite its exponential worst-case time complexity
. In this
paper, we present unification algorithms in a uniform way and provide average-case complexity
theoretic arguments. We estimate the number of unifiable pairs of trees
. We analyse the different
reasons for failure and get asymptotical and numerical evaluations
. We then extend the previous
results of Dershowitz and Lindenstrauss (1989) to
these families of trees and show that a slight
modification of Herbrand Robinson's algorithm has a constant
average cost on random pairs of
trees. On the other hand, we show that various variants of Martelli
and Montanari s algorithm all
have a linear
average cost on random pairs of trees . The reason is that failures by clash are not
sufficient to lead
to
a constant average cost
; an efficient occur check, i .e
. without a complete traversal
of subterms, is necessary
. In the last section, we present a combinatorial
extension of the problem for
terms formed over a countable set of variables,
and extend to this framework the results on the
probability of the occur-check,
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1 . Introduction
Solving equations on terms of a first-order language is a central operation in
symbolic computation . This problem was first studied by Herbrand in proof theory,
and was called unification in Robinson's seminal work on automatic theorem proving
in first-order logic [27] . Nowadays, first-order unification is at the heart of various
systems, ranging from theorem provers to logic programming language interpreters,
functional language type checkers, natural language parsers, machine learning sys-
tems, etc. All these areas of application motivated the search for efficient unification
algorithms, as well as extensions for unification in higher-order languages, unification
in equational theories, e .g . unification in the presence of associative and commutative
operators. General introductions to unification can be found in [22, 29] .
Robinson's unification algorithm [27] takes as input two first-order terms and
produces as output a most general substitution of the variables in the input terms that
makes them equal, or failure if they are not unifiable . It is well known that Robinson's
algorithm has a worst-case time complexity which is exponential in the size of the
input terms, even if the output substitution is represented in a triangular form and
structure sharing techniques [28] are used to represent terms by directed acyclic
graphs (dag) (recent work [18] proved that the average gain for the maximal sharing
was about n/
.
/In n, with n the size of the term to be compacted) . The reason for this
exponential worst-case time complexity is that, although the number of nodes in the
dags stays linearly bounded, the dags are traversed as expanded trees . When marking
techniques are used, the worst-case time complexity can be reduced to a polynomial of
quadratic order in the size of the input [30, 9] . By improving these ideas, Martelli and
Montanari [25] gave a unification algorithm in
O(n + v
log v), where n is the size of the
input terms and v is the number of distinct variables, and Paterson and Wegman [26]
gave a linear algorithm (also discovered independently by Martelli and Montanari [24] ).
By considering unification as a particular kind of closure on classes of terms, Huet
[21] gave a quasi-linear unification algorithm based on the well-known set-union-find
algorithm . Huet's algorithm performs unification on regular trees [10], i .e . finite and
infinite terms represented by a (possibly cyclic) finite graph . Unification on regular
trees leads to the implementation of a variant of the logic programming language
Prolog working on infinite expressions [7] . Huet's algorithm can be used for unifica-
tion on finite terms by adding in a final pass a check for circularity . As it is linear, this
test does not change the worst-case time complexity of the algorithm, i .e . O(nz),
O(n In (n)) or O (nG(n)), where G is an extremely slowly growing function (an inverse of
Ackermann's function) according to the different strategies for path compression that
can be used in the set-union-find algorithm .
In [13] it is proved that unification is P-time complete. This result means that
unification is a sequential process in nature, and no significant gain in efficiency can be
obtained from a parallel implementation . The result holds also for unification on
infinite regular trees, but in that case Paterson and Wegman's linear sequential
algorithm cannot be used (see [23]) . The existence of a linear algorithm for unifying
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infinite expressions is an open question (similar to testing the equivalence of determin-
istic finite automata) .
From a practical point of view, there is no consensus on which unification algo-
rithm is the best to use . While Paterson and Wegman's algorithm has the lowest
complexity in the worst case, it requires an important overhead to be implemented .
This is true also, although less dramatic, for Martelli and Montanari's algorithm due
to the initialization phase for setting up counters of variable occurrences in the terms
(see the next section). Huet's algorithm in the O(n2 ) version presents no important
overhead in comparison to Robinson's algorithm, which, on the other hand, reveals its
exponential behaviour only on pathological examples but not in practice . Further-
more, in applications where nonunifiable problems are preponderant, the ability to
detect efficiently failures may be more significant than the worst-case time complexity .
These reasons tend to explain why Robinson's algorithm is still used in many implemen-
tations of theorem provers, Prolog compilers and interpreters, type checkers, etc .
In this paper we try to make precise the preceding statements and perform an
average-case complexity analysis of unification algorithms under the assumption that all
terms of the same size are equally likely (this is not a restriction : different, but still
equivalent, more realistic tree models could be studied, on which similar results would be
derived). In Section 2, we present in some detail Herbrand's nondeterministic algorithm,
from which we derive Robinson's and Martelli-Montanari's algorithms . In Section 3, we
show that the family of unifiable pairs of binary trees formed over 1 binary function
symbols, c constants and v variables is exponentially negligible with respect to the family
of arbitrary pairs of binary trees . For this result we analyse the different causes of failure
and get asymptotical and numerical evaluations (we extend the previous results of [3]) .
In Section 4, we first extend the previous results of [12] to these families of trees and
show that a slight modification of Herbrand-Robinson's algorithm uses, on an
average, a constant number of steps over random pairs of trees . Then we show that
Martelli and Montanar s algorithm uses on random pairs of trees a linear number of
steps on an average. This result holds even if decompositions are mixed with compac-
tions and if the initialization of counters is mixed with the computation of the first
frontier (instead of being processed in a preliminary phase) . The question of whether
Paterson-Wegmari s algorithm too requires, on an average, a linear number of steps
over random pairs of trees remains open .
On unifiable pairs of trees, the average complexity of Robinson's algorithm has
been studied in [5] for binary trees having only two different types of leaves and
one internal node . In that particular case,' the average complexity of Robinson's
' Substitutions are trivial in that case : a : x4-7'(y), a :y-T(x) or e : x
,
y, and there is no composition of
the substitutions
. Composition is the fundamental
phenomenon that, in the general case, prevents the
uniform distribution on terms and the exact counting of the unifiable pairs of trees . With only two variables,
it is possible to count those pairs of trees that have two different types : the same binary structure and the
same equality up to
x=y or a common part with, at the leaves of both trees, in correspondence, for each
occurrence of variable x (y), a subtree T(y) (T(x)) at the same place in the other tree . These two types of
pairs of trees are a partition, in equal parts, of the set of unifiable pairs of trees .
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algorithm is linear on unifiable pairs of trees (while being quadratic in the worst
case) .
Finally, we study the probability of the occur-check with terms formed over an
unbounded number of variables, which is more closely related to many applications
(e .g . in Prolog the renaming of clauses can introduce new variables inside terms at
each resolution step). In Section 5, therefore, we consider binary trees up to variable
renaming, formed over one function symbol and a countable set of variables, and we
derive the probability of occur-check as a function of the number of possible variables .
The number of such binary trees of size n up to variable renaming is equal to C"H"+1,
where C" is the nth Catalan number and B"„ is the (n+1)th Bell number . We show
that the average number of distinct variables in a tree of size n is n/ln (n)(I +O(l )). The
probability that a variable occurs in a term of size n is 1-(1- I/v)" +', where v is the
number of variables . Therefore, if v is of the order of the average number of distinct
variables in a term of size n, the situation is the same as in Section 3 . where v is
a constant : the probability that a variable occurs in a term tends to 1 when the size of
the term tends to infinity . It tends to 0 as soon as the number of possible variables is of
the order n' with x>O.
2. Presentation of basic unification algorithms
In this section we present basic unification algorithms in a general framework .
2.1 . Herbrand-Robinson'a algorithm
Let F be a finite set of function symbols given with their arity a (constants are
function symbols of arity 0) . Let V be a countably infinite set of variables
. The set of
first-order terms T(F, V) is the smallest set such that
(i) VcT(F, V),
(ii) M 1	M„eT(F, V) ~f (M	M")eT(F, V) if feF, x(f)=n.
Thus, T(F, V) is the free F-algebra generated by V. Substitutions, denoted by
a, p, 0, . . ., are mappings from the set of variables to the set of terms that leave
unchanged all but a finite number of variables . They are represented by a finite set of
elementary substitutions a= {x 1 .-t,, x 2 4-t2 , . . ., xm 4t," },
where x j's are distinct vari-
ables and ti's are terms . Substitutions are extended and identified to the F-endomor-
phisms of 1(F, V) with finite domain on V. One applies a to term M (denoted by Ma)
by substituting at the same time (in a "parallel" way) all the occurrences in M of each
variable x; with the corresponding term t ; . For example, with a={x.-a,
y .-g(b,h)}
and M =g(x, f(y)), we get Ma =g(a,f(g(b, b))) . The composition of substitutions is
the usual composition of mappings :
x(a ° p)=(XU)P,
aDp={x l .-x1 ap, . ,x"-x"ap,YI'-YiP, . ,Ym'-Y,"P},
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if D(a)={x,, . . .,x„} and D(p)-D(o)={y,, . . .,ym} (with D(a) the domain of the
substitution). In the next section we shall be interested mainly in idempotent substitu-
tions for which a more compact representation can be given (and that are consequently
more interesting to use). A substitution a is idempotent (a L a=a) if and only if
D(a)n1(a)=0, where 1(a) denotes the set of variables introduced by a.
Substitutions define the preorder of pattern matching on T(F, V) . We write M < N
iff ]a Ma=N . In this case we say that term M is more general than N, or that
N is an instance of M. The equivalence relation associated with ( over T(F, V), de-
noted by M=_N iff M(N and N(M, corresponds to variable renaming, e.g .
g(x,f(y))=g(u,f(v))=g(y,f(x)) . When counting families of terms containing vari-
ables we shall be interested in the number of classes of terms of a given size up to
variable renaming (see Section 5). The pattern-matching preorder on terms can be
extended to substitutions . We say a substitution a is more general than p, a < p, iff 10
a=0=p . We can now introduce the notion of unifiable pair of terms and of most
general unifier .
Definition . Two terms M and N arc unifiable iff ]a Ma= Na . We denote the set of
unifiers of two terms by U(M,N)=(alaM=aN} .
Theorem 2.1 (Unification theorem (Robinson [27])). If two terms M and N are
unifiable then they possess a most general unifier (mgu) a such that (1) aeU(M,N),
(2) dpeU(M. N) a(p. Most general unifiers of two terms are equivalent up to =- .
For example, let M=f (x, g(y,x)) and N-f(h(y),g(u,h(u))): the most general uni-
fier of A4 and N is {x.-h(y), a-y} .
The proof of the theorem is based on a unification algorithm :
INPUT : Two terms M and N.
OUTPUT : Unifiable? If yes, produce a mgu.
We first describe the nondeterministic unification algorithm of Herbrand [20], which
basically simplifies a system of equations r, i .e . a multiset of pairs of terms, with
the following three rules (Decomposition, Trivial elimination and substitution of
Variables) [19] :
Dee :
(f(T,
. . .,T),
.f(T„
. . .,T,))urz(T„T,)u
. . .u(T,T
.)ur,
Triv :
Var : (v, T)uF=(c, T)uTa if vcV(F), ur€V(T), a={v .-T} (the same rule applies to
(T, v) uT ),
where v(r) denotes the set of variables occurring in 1'.
A pair (v, T) in a system F is in solved .form in F if v has no other occurrence in T .
A system I' is in solved form if all its equations are in solved form . The test uo V(T) in
the third rule is a fundamental operation called occur-check . It eliminates equations of
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the form u=T[v] that have no solution over finite terms . The purpose of the
ve V(r) test is to apply the third rule only to equations that are not already in solved
form .
The interest of this set of rules is its soundness and completeness for any order of
application of its rules . This enables different resolution strategies and, thus, different
unification algorithms .
Property 2 .2 (Soundness). If r=*r'={(v,,T,), . . .,(v",TT)} is in solved form then
a,.={v,-T,, . . ., v"-TT } is an idempotent mgu of r (~* denotes the reflexive transi-
tive closure of ~) .
Proof. By induction on the length of transformation sequences, and by remarking
that if F~F' then U(F)=U(r') . F1
Property 2.3 (Termination and Completeness) . Any sequence of transformations ter-
minates. Furthermore, if F is unifiable, any sequence of transformations terminates in
some irreducible form F' that is in solved form and a,-<0 for any OeU(F) .
Proof. Let us consider the complexity measure c(F)=(n,, s), where n, is the number of
variables not in solved form, and s is the sum of the sizes of the terms in F . By
considering the lexicographic ordering on (n,,, s), it is easy to check that each trans-
formation decreases strictly the complexity of the system ; hence, any sequence of
transformations terminates.
For any irreducible form r' of r we have F=*r'; hence, U(F)= U(V). One can
check that if r' is unifiable and no rule applies to r' then r' is in solved form and a r, is
an idempotent most general unifier of r' . Therefore, if r is unifiable then ar is a mgu
of r, El
Definition. Robinson's algorithm is obtained from Herbrand's nondeterministic algo-
rithm by representing the system r by a stack and by always transforming F with the
rule which applies to the equation at the top of the stack (ignoring equations in solved
form). If no rule applies, the algorithm stops with a failure, due either to an occur-
check, or to a clash if Dee cannot be applied. Under this control mechanism, terms are
traversed in preorder from left to right .
Robinson's algorithm takes exponential time in the following well-known example :
M=f(xo,xi, . ,x"-t,xo),N=f(g(xl,x1),q(x2,x2) . .
,g(x,,,x").xo).Each variable
x;, i < n, is substituted by a term of size 2" - "' -1, the unification of the last argument
xo takes 2n
+,
-I comparisons . On the other hand, if V is finite with cardinality v, the
worst-case time complexity of Robinson's algorithm is a polynomial of order v . On
M and Robinson's algorithm needs
O(n") comparisons.
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Definition. We say that a pair of terms is preconsistent if it is reducible by rules Dec
and Triv to a system of variable-term pairs, called the frontier (in that case the common
part of the terms is the term composed of the function and constant symbols
eliminated by rule Dee, and of the variables in the frontier) . We say that a pair of terms
is consistent if it is preconsistent and the pairs in the frontier are either in solved form
or reducible by rule Var. Inconsistent pairs of trees fail to unify before any substitution
from Var is applied, that is, either by a clash in the first decompositions, or by the
occurrence of a variable in a pair.
For example, the two pairs of terms shown in Fig . I are nonunifiable (occur-check
for the variable y), but the failure to unification for the first pair of terms cannot be
detected without substitution (Q : x .-f (y, z)) .
In the next section we show that in the framework of binary trees the family of
unifiable pairs of trees is "exponentially negligible" : the probability that a pair (t, () of
size it is unifiable decreases exponentially with n. For that reason, we are interested too
in a variant of Herbrand-Robinson's algorithm in which substitutions in T (with rule
Var) are postponed until all the initial trees have been decomposed and checked for
a clash or a direct occurrence . Let us call this variant Robinson's algorithm with
substitution delaying
(RD) .
On inconsistent pairs of binary trees there are four exclusive cases of failure :
clash at top level,
direct occurrence of a variable,
- decomposition at top level with failure in the first arguments,
- or failure in the second arguments if the first arguments are consistent .
Thus, the cost formula are :
URn
(e,
C ' ) = URO
(c, T)= U
Ro(T C) = U Rn ( .f(T„ T
2 ),
g(T I ,
T'
2
)= I (clash),
URD(r, T)=
URD(T,
r)=occ(T) (cost of occur-check),
URD(f(T,, T2),f(Ti,
T '
2)) =
I +URD (Ti , T I
) if (T,, Ti) is inconsistent,
UR
(f(T,,T2),f(T ,T'2))=1+2(IT,I+I
T'
11+ 0+
URMT2, T'
2
) if (T, T
1
consistent,
where r (c, T) stands for a variable (a constant, a composed term), and j TI denotes the
number of internal nodes of T (the total number of nodes of T, internal and external,
is, thus, 21TI+1) .
T
Y
I\ II I` I1
r a a a
r
s a
Consistent
Inconsistent
Fig. t .
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In Section 4, we deduce from these formulae that the average cost of Robinson's
algorithm with substitution delaying on arbitrary pairs of binary trees tends to
a constant c RO .
In order to analyse the importance of the cost of occur-checks, we shall also study
the constant average cost CRO
~ CRD
of the algorithm where the occur check is given by
an oracle, called Robinson's algorithm with oracle (RO) . On inconsistent pairs of terms
the cost formulae of this algorithm are the same as U RO except on variable-term pairs,
where we have now a constant cost :
URO (v, T)= URO(T, v)=1
.
2.2 . Linear unification algorithms
Linear unification algorithms are based on a more compact representation of
substitutions in triangular form .
Proposition 2.4. Any idempotent substitution can be represented by a
substitution in
triangular form: Lx,-T,, . . . , x, -T„], where Vi, I <i5 n, Vj,<i, x,
;¢V(T,).
For instance, the exponential-size mgu of the previous "pathological" example can
be represented in a linear-size triangular form : [vv-g(v,, vi ), . . ., v„_,-g(v , v„)] .
Triangular forms correspond also to the representation of substitutions by indirec-
tions on the variable nodes of a directed acyclic graph (dag) representing the terms to
unify . Sharing of common subtrees is possible through the indirections on variables
after substitution . Therefore, in order to obtain a linear unification algorithm, we can
restate the unification problem as :
INPUT: Two terms M and N (or a dag with 2 particular nodes M
and N) .
OUTPUT : Are M and N unifiable? If yes, produce a mgu in triangular form .
The idea of Martelli and Montanari's algorithm as well as Paterson and Wegman's
linear algorithm is to apply the rule Var only to a variable which has no other
occurrence in the system. In this way the occur-check is built-in and substitutions
are not applied to the system . For the presentation of the algorithm we distinguish
the triangular part of F, formed of equations between brackets, from the unsolved
part . V(F) denotes the set of variables in the unsolved part of r only. Fa denotes
the application of a to r in the unsolved part, keeping the triangular part un-
changed. In this way rules Dee and Triv are kept unchanged while Var is replaced by
two rules :
Merge (v,v')uT-[v<-v']uFa if veV(F), ueV(F),v#v', a={v v'},
Unification algorithms
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Select ((t T1 ), . . .,(v,T) uF -[v C]v~vT if n>2, v$V(F), for l<,i<.n,
vOV(T), T;tJ, and the T's are preconsistent with common part' C and frontier
0 (the same rule applies to (T, v)).
The actual computation of the common part and of the frontier of terms Tt	T
in rule Select is the result of the parallel decomposition of T,, . . . , T, up to the
encountering of a variable in one of the terms . As a frontier is a multiset of
variable-term pairs, rule Dec is used only to compute the first frontier, and then
implicitly in rule Select .
The proof of correctness and completeness is similar to the previous proof
for Herbrand's algorithm . The crux of the algorithm is the property due to [25]
that if T={(v,T1), . . .,(v,T )} is not reducible by rule Select, then either the
T;'s are not preconsistent, or there is a cycle in the occur-check relation in the
terms of F . which implies that 1' is not unifiable. Due to the absence of sub-
stitutions, the number of reductions is directly bounded by the size of the initial
system .
Martelli and Montanan's algorithm and Paterson and Wegman's algorithm can
both be derived from this transformation system . The difference is in the control
strategy that determines which rule to apply next, and in the way the conditions of
rule Select are implemented .
The control strategy used in Martelli and Montanari's algorithm can he formally
described by the regular expression (Dec)* ((Trivu Merge)* Select)*. That is, the
first frontier is computed and then rule Select is iterated with trivial simplifications
until the system becomes triangular or a failure is detected . In order to check
the conditions of rule Select, each variable possesses a counter which indicates
the number of its occurrences inside the nonvariable terms of the system . When
the counter gets to 0 rule Select can he applied . The management of multisets of
pairs with a variable in common in rules Merge and Select is implemented in Martelli
and Montanari's algorithm with set-union-find algorithms, so the worst-case time
complexity of Martelli and Montanan's algorithm is quasi-linear O(nG(n)), or
O(n+c log v), where n is the size of the terms and v is the number of distinct variables
in the terms [25] .
The initialization of counters requires traversing the initial terms in linear time .
In order to find a constant average-case complexity on arbitrary pairs of terms, one
can try to mix the initialization phase with the first decompositions, and, when
reaching a leaf in a term, continue to traverse the other term for initializing the
counters properly . So, let us consider the cost formulae of Robinson's algorithm on
2
We emphasize the point that, in order to find triangular forms of linear size, it is necessary in the Select
rule to retain fort the common part of the T,'s instead of one of them, be it the least . For instance, with
t'={ f(xr,J (x„ . . . , f (x,,, a)_ . )).f( fl
. . . ffa x„)
	xi), xr)),
the computed triangular form is Lx,i-f(x z ,s 2 l . .,x, ,-J(x,,,x,), x,, .-a], while not computing the
common part for the x,'s leads to a triangular form of quadratic size .
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inconsistent pairs of terms where the cost of a variable-term pair has been replaced by
the size of the term (due to the initialization of counters) :
UMM (v,
T) = UMM (T, v) = 2 I
T I + 1 .
These cost formulae are the exact cost formulae of Martelli and Montanari's
algorithm on inconsistent pairs of binary trees in which each variable belongs to
a cycle . Otherwise, rule Select has to be applied to the variables not in a cycle before
the failure can be detected . Therefore, the recursive expression UMM (T, T') is a lower
bound to the real cost of Martelli and Montanan's algorithm on T and T' .
However, we shall see in Section 4 that the average cost given by these formulae is
linear in the size of the trees, and so is the average cost of the Martelli-Montanari
algorithm on arbitrary pairs of binary trees . Checking immediately preconsistency for
rule Select, as suggested in [25] to improve the efficiency on non-unifying data, does
not change the theoretical average-case complexity . The only way to restore a con-
stant average-case complexity on arbitrary pairs of trees would be to add occur-
checks to the computation of the first frontier .
In Paterson and Wegman's algorithm, terms are represented by directed acyclic
graphs in which the different occurrences of a variable are represented by a single
node. Instead of using counters the conditions of rule Select are checked by a judicious
bottom-up traversal of the dag. The worst-case complexity is O(n); however, whether
its average-case complexity on arbitrary pairs of terms is a constant or not has not
been analysed .
3. Model and characteristic families of pairs of trees
3.1 . Binary tree model
From now on, we restrict ourself to the family 3 of binary trees built on an alphabet
of I binary symbols, v variables and c constants. The number of distinct variables
inside terms is, thus, bounded . In this section and in Section 4, we perform asymptotic
analysis within this model, while in Section 5 we shall derive similar computations in
a model with an infinite countable set of variables .
Example. With f and g two symbols with arity 2, a constant a (c= I) and
x and y two
variables (v = 2), we can form the term T= 1 '(x, g(a, y)).
We define the size of a term T, denoted by I TI, as the number of its internal nodes of
its usual tree representation . In the previous example we have I TI=2.
We denote the families of pairs of trees with a double capital letter . Thus, .S.Q
denotes the family of pairs of arbitrary trees of A We shall use the symbol + between
families of terms for disjoint union .
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Our aim is to count the number of unifiable pairs of trees and then to analyse the
different causes of failure for unification . All the following calculations and results are
detailed in [2] . The results, in essence, extend to more general tree models, for which
the analytic treatment is more intricate . Note that all the following combinatorial
computations can be performed with an assistant algorithms analyser such as
lambda-upsilon-omega (see [17]) .
3.2. Characteristic families ofpairs of trees
In order to count the family 44PWl of unifiable pairs of trees, we shall hound it with, as
a lower bound, a family of obviously unifiable pairs of trees, family T",R, recursively
defined in the following way :
7'O =(v,v')+(c,c)+(c,v)+(v,c)
+(v,T)+(T,v) (with v#T and I T> I),
and with, as an upper bound, the family So' of consistent pairs of trees . In d'd, there
arc neither direct clashes nor direct occurrences. The failure causes can come only
from clashes or occurrences due to substitutions . This family can be defined as follows :
Ce=(v,v')+(c,c)+(c,v)+(v,c)
+(v,T)+(T,v) {with v$Tand IT>l},
+f(T1,T2), .f(T'I,T'2)) {with (T1, T'1) and (T2, T'2)eee} .
Thus, we get
1 -1C'V l(C Se.
We shall prove that the number of pairs of size n in families CC and 'Y"I have the same
order of magnitude. This gives the exact asymptotic order of magnitude for *V .
Furthermore, since the multiplicative constants are quite close (the limit of their ratio
even tends to I), we get a tight estimate for the number of unifiable pairs of trees .
Now we study the causes of failure for unification . We recursively define the
complementary family 5g, of inconsistent pairs of trees as :
The failures in °T .°F are due to direct left occurrences and clashes, i .e. the first cause
of failure detected by an algorithm using a preorder traversal for trees is either an
T =(c.e')+(v,T)+(T v) {with veTand ITI>1},
+(e,T)+(T,c)
+(f(Tl,T2),g(T'l,T'2))
+(f(T1,T2),f(T'i,T'2))
+(f(T1,T2), .1(T'1,T'2))
(with TeiandIT>1},
(with TI, T2,T'1,T'2e?A},
{with(Ti,T'1)e.i°Fand(T2,T'2)e33811},
{with(T1,T'1)e(M and (T2,T2)e .Y .J~7 } .
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occurrence or a clash . In order to clarify the causes of failure for unification, we shall
distinguish the inconsistent pairs of trees because of a direct left occurrence .FO and
because of a direct left clash .Fe (note that a pair of trees may fail for both reasons, the
detection of the first cause of failure depending on the algorithm that is used) .
We, thus, define
.FO=(u, T)+(T, v)
+(f(T1,T2), .f(T'l,T'2))
+(f(T1,T2), f(T'l,T'2))
F'i=(c, c')+(c, T)+(T, c)
+ (f (T l, T2), g (T' l, T'2))
+(f(T1,T2),f(T'I,T'2))
+( .f'(T I, T2), f (T' l, T'2))
We have
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{with veTand ITS>I},
{with (TI, T'l)e.FO and (T2, T'2)e.tt},
with (T1,T'l)eSP and (T2,T'2)e.FO},
{with Tc 4 and I TI > l},
,with TI, T2, T'1, T'2e2},
, with (T l, T'l )e.Fl and (T2, T'2)e4 . },
{with (T 1, T' l)ef and (T2, T'2)e .F 16} .
fl =7 (0+ .F 6=PAS\~6 .
In .FO there is no direct clash and in F'6 there is no direct occurrence but, since
there may be indirect failures in 6d and MR, there may be indirect clashes and
occurrences in these families . Thus, to get a more detailed study, we shall introduce the
family of pairs of trees which do not fail because of a direct clash : ,V'6 . The number of
pairs in this family remains of the same order of magnitude as the number of pairs in
iid ; therefore, the complementary family A,4\, ' 16 gives an upper bound to the
number of pairs of trees that fail because of a clash . We define recursively this family as
follows :
AY =(v, v')+(c, c)+(c, v)+(v, c)
+(u,T)+(T,v)
	
{with ITI>I},
+(f(Tl, T2), f(T'l, T'2)) {with (TI, T' I) and (T2, T'2)c-V(6) .
Remark. In there are direct clashes detected with a left traversal after
a direct occurrence; this is not the case in F19-
Remark. .F0 is not included in as, in 7 O, direct clashes (detected again with
a left traversal after a direct occurrence) can occur .
Remark. The family +O of pairs of trees that does not fail to unification because of
a direct occurrence is negligible with respect to the family Aq and, thus, is not of any
counting interest (its complement gives, for F O, the trivial upper bound .i. ).
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3 .3 . Algebraic analysis
For each of the previous families we determine the number x„ of trees T or of pairs
of trees (T,, Tz) of size n (we define I (T,, T2 ) = T, + T, 1) . The generating function
corresponding to family I is given by
X(z)= .x„z"= z T
n30
Tea'
(see [31] for the theory and use of generating functions) . Generating functions,
corresponding to families with an italic name, are written in roman style .
From the definitions of the previous families we get the following equations :
B(z)=(v+c)+IzB(z)2 ; thus, it follows that
,,/1-41z(v+c)-1
B(-)=
21z
The generating function of pairs of arbitrary terms is BB(z)=B(z)2 .
We introduce some useful series for the following computations; thus, the generat-
ing function of trees of size at least I is B'(z)=lzB(z)2 . The generating function of
trees without a given variable is the positive solution of equation B, , (z)=v-1 + c +
lzB, , (z)
2 .
And the generating function of trees of size at least 1 and without a given
variable is B'
~-
1 (z)=lzBr ,(z) 2 .
We also define the trees with occurrence of a given variable C(z)=1 +lzC(z) B(z) +
lzB„_ 1 (z)C(z) and the trees with occurrence of a given variable and of size at least
1 : C' (z)=1zC(z) 8(z)+ lz B,_, (z) C(z).
The generating function of the family of obviously unifiable pairs of trees satisfies
VB(z)=vz +c+2vc+2vB„' ,(z).
Finally, we can obtain the generating function for the family of consistent pairs of
trees go', that is, EE(z), which satisfies equation
EE (z)= v z + c + 2vc +2vB,'_ 1 (z) + lzz EE (z)z,
and expresses algebraically as
EE(
t-. /i+4v(v-2)1z z-4zv-41cz z +4zvJl-41z(v+c-1)
z) =	
21°2
We derive similarly the equations for the generating functions for . , F0, F t and
A "K (the explicit expressions are too long to be written) :
FF (z) = (c z - c) +2 vC' (z) + 2cB' (z) +(1 z -l)zzB(z)'
+ 1z 2 FF (z)(EE (z) + BB (z) ),
F0(z)=2cC'(z)+1z 2F0(z)(BB(z)+EE(z)),
FC(z) = (c z - c) + 2cB - (z) +
( 12
-1)zz B(z)° + 1zz FC (z)(BB(z) + EE(z)),
NC(, ) =(v+c) 2 +2vB'(z)+1z2NC(z)z .
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We easily verify that
BB(z)=EE(z)+FF(z) and FF(z)=FO(z)+FC(z) .
3.4. Asymptotic analysis
In order to derive asymptotic estimates to the coefficients of these series, we use
singularity analysis and transfer lemmas (see [16, 31]) . The main fact is that the nth
Taylor coefficient expresses simply
P" 1 \ 1 //
[z"](1-h (a) \1+0 n
so that we just have to scan algebraic formulae above in order to obtain the
"dominant singularity" and the leading term in the local expansion .
The singularity with the smallest modulus of generating functions BB(z), FF(z),
FO(z), FC(z) and NC(z) is z=1/41(r+e) . On the other hand, the singularity with
the smallest modulus of generating functions EE(z), VB(z) (and, therefore, UU(z)) is
z=1/41(v+c-1).
Remark. Let us make it clear that this is the case for EE(z) as soon as (c > 0. l>3) or
(c> 2, l31) or (c > 1, l3 2) or (v 3 3, c >~ 0, 1 >,2), that is, for (almost) all the values of
(v, c. 1) . For the other small values that keep a sense (one knows that v>~ 2), i .e . v=2,
c=0, 1=2 or 0<.c<,1 and 1=1, we have :
- either the smallest singularity p of 48 is still between 1/41(v+c) and l/41(v+c-1),
and, thus, 88 is still exponentially negligible with respect to family 1 .-4 but with an
asymptotic order greater than the one of
- or one has to slightly modify family Se in order to derive a correct bounding and
that modifies also the bounding constants .
We, thus, obtain
n-3t2
1
[z"]BB(z)=4(v+c)2(4l(v+c))"	
-
1+O
b
=[f]FF(z)
([z"]EE(z) is exponentially negligible with respect to [z"]BB(z) and [z"]FF(z)).
,,/v + c - I) \ n-3 .12 1
[z"]FO(z)=8v1(v+c)
I
f l
/
l+
(2
I(41(v+c))"-	 1+0
f // /71
n
[f]
4(v +c)2
2(v+c)(1- 1)+2c1+
(31c2 -1c+2vclf (v+c)2((-1))
FC(z) =	- -
x(41(v+c))"n	
rz2 (
1+O1 1
)) ,
[z"] NC(Z)-	
4(v-+-c)2v V
'	
_(41(v+c))"
n
3j2 I 1+0 (
1 )) ,V/41(v+c)'-3v2-4vc-c
/n nn
with
and
3 .5 . Results
3 .5 .1 . Unifiable pairs of trees
We have bounded [z"] UU(z) on both sides :
[z"] UU(z)3 C,
(41(v+c-1))"
n 3 ;z
1 +0
n
C
(41 (v+c-1))
n-3i2 l+0[z ]UU(z) < 2-
V
	
ni rz
We, thus, have the correct asymptotic order of magnitude for [z"]UU(z), and,
moreover, numerically, we remark that C2
/C1
1 ! We have 1 <C,/C, <,1 .2 and even
better when the number of function symbols increases :
lim
Cz
=1.
The hound is all the better as 1 is large (for 3 or 4 already : for c=2, v=2,1=3, we have
C,/C,=1.10;for c=3, v=3, 1=6, we have C
2
/C,=1 .05; for c=10, v=4, 1=10, we
have C i /C, = 1 .01) .
Summarizing, we can state the following theorem (where 0 means `of the same
asymptotic order as").
Unification algorithms
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f=(v+c)(21-1)+ /l(41(v+c) z +4c v7v+c-3v z -4vc-2v-c),
[z"]
VB(z)--2('+c-1)v(41
(v+i 1))"n
- =I 1+OI 1 1 1-
C (41(v+c-1))°n
n
Jn
4.~/1(v+c- 1)zv
Cz"7
FE(-)=
v 41(11+c-1)z-3112 +2v-4vc-c
x (4l(c+c 1))
rt-
(
1+0
( , ) ),
~R
n
C (41(1,+c-1))"n
32
(1+0( 1 I .
nn
vn
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Theorem 3.1 . Ifwe consider a uniform distribution on pairs of binary trees with 1 internal
symbols, v variables and c constants, then
- the number of unit iable pairs of trees of total size n is
O((4l(v+c- I))"n 3 ' z ) .
the ratio between the number of unable pairs of trees and the number of pairs of
arbitrary trees is
O(
(t
v+c 1 ) " ) .
In other words, we have proved that for sufficiently large n almost all pairs of trees
are nonunifiable and that we have a good asymptotical and numerical bound for the
number of unifiable pairs of trees .
3.5 .2. The causes for failure
Now let us consider the causes for failure. We can estimate the proportion of
pairs of terms failing to unification because of a clash or a direct occurrence . Let
us denote
[z"]FC(z) [z"]FC(z) [z']FO(z) [z"]FO(z) .
i`=[z"]BB(z)~["]FF(z)
and
t0-[-']BB(z)~ [z"]FF(z)'
then we can draw the variations of these ratios .
Figure 2 shows that, with c and v fixed, the proportion of direct clash increases
with l and is clearly more important than the proportion of failure by direct
occurrence .
With I and c fixed, failure by direct occurrence increases with v (Fig . 3); it can
become slightly more important than clash when v is large with respect to 1 .
We now consider the ratio
[z"] FC'(z)
t
"" [z"] FO (z)
and represent its variations in the three-dimensional pictures shown in Figs . 4 and
5 for c=2 and c=10 .
Figures 4 and 5 show that numerically we always have more clashes than occurren-
ces and this proportion increases with c and 1 . We note that even when v is small, the
number of clashes still remains larger than the number of occurrences even though
one can think that a small number of variables leads to their repetition at the leaves of
terms and, thus, increases the probability of failure by occurrence . In fact, another
phenomenon is preponderant: when v is small, because of the uniform distribution
model, leaves are labelled in majority with constants explaining the increasing
importance of clash . We note on this occasion that it is fundamental to consider terms
with constants . .
am
am
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-1	
I
2 6 I
Fig. 2 . Variation of r„ and ¢, for c=2, c=3, 2~1~10.
Finally, in order to study with precision the clash failures, we can define the ratios
[z"]FC(z) [z"]FC(z)
VC
[z'] BB(z) - [z"] FF(z)
and
z NC(.)
1-r +=f - ~
C"]
BB
(') ~/41(v+c)'-3v
2
-4vc-c
This will enable us to bound on both sides the number of pairs of trees that fail with
a direct clash. We represent in Fig . 6 the proportions with respect to 1,14 of the
families F'6' and ' . . V-W .
The proportion of pairs of trees that fail with a direct clash is located between the
two curves of Fig. 6 . We notice that we get a good bound for the failures due to a clash
and this bound is all the better as I is large. We can verify that
lim z
v+2c
=lim r0+ ,
2(v+c) , .,
and this proves the quality of the bounds on the number of direct clashes .
Summarizing, we have the following theorem .
I
o
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Theorem 3.2. The number of pairs of trees which are nonuniiiable after a direct left
failure FY, Fe? and ~F~6and thefamily ofpairs of trees without any direct clash J' 1
have the same order of magnitude as the number of pairs of arbitrary trees l . The
number offailures due to a clash is bounded by r, and r, + , that tend to (v + 2c)/2(v + c)
when l-*t . The number offailures due to a variable occurrence has the same order of
magnitude as the number of failures due to a clash, with a ratio T,;,> I (a .s .).
Thus, in this model, where the number of variables is finite, we have a good estimate
of the failures due to a clash . The occurrence is not negligible with respect to the clash
but remains numerically less important .
We can interpret these combinatorial results as follows : the asymptotic analysis
leads us to consider large binary trees, and, consequently, with many leaves . This fact
leads to the repetition of identical variables and, therefore, to a nonnegligible propor-
tion of failure by occurrence conflict . In Prolog (where there is no occur-check and
where one unifies many small terms), the model studied above (with a finite number of
variables) seems no longer adequate for the occurrence phenomenon ; a more realistic
model should have potentially an infinity of variables (i.e . the number of variables can
vary with the size n of the pair of terms) .
Thus, it is interesting to reconsider the phenomenon of occurrence (the clash
is, as we have seen, well studied in the model with bounded u). In Section 5, we shall
model terms as patterns formed over an infinite number of variables, up to variable
retraining . We shall then analyse the influence of this model on the probability of
occurrence . Before that, we conclude the study of the model of binary trees with
a finite number of variables by giving the average cost of unification algorithms in
this model .
4. Average cost of unification
In this section, we present the average cost of the various unification algorithms
detailed in Section 2. We first define the notion of the average cost of an algorithm on
a family of input data and then, using the results of the previous section, we prove that
the average cost of a unification algorithm on a family of pairs of trees _4~4 is the same
as the average cost on family FF of pairs of trees that fail directly . Then we obtain
that the average cost of the occur-check is constant . In Section 4 .2, we compute the
average cost of Robinson's algorithm with substitution delaying and derive the
constant cRp . In Section 4 .3, we compute the average cost of Robinson's unification
algorithm with oracle to analyse the overhead due to the occur-check, and derive the
constant cRO . In Section 4 .4, we compute the average cost of Martelli-Montanari's
algorithm with the initialization of counters mixed with first decompositions (there-
fore, eliminating the linear initialization phase) and we obtain that the average cost on
arbitrary pairs of trees still remains linear. In Section 4 .5, we draw some conclusions
about this study .
4.1 . Average cost
4.1.1. Definition
The average cost spent to unify two terms with total size n belonging to a family of
pairs of terms 2"I is defined by
~I'T,I+ITSI=rT(Tt, T2)
xx„
where r(T,, T2 ) denotes the total number of steps during the unification process
of T, and T2 , and xx„ denotes the number of pairs of terms of family 1,Y of total
size n .
4 .1 .2. The cost on .M..4 is equal to the cost on ~F
Indeed, we have the following lemma .
Lemma 4.1 . The average cost ofa unification algorithm on arbitrary pairs ofterms is the
same as on non-unifiable pairs of trees because of a direct failure.
This means that most of the time is spent to detect direct failures . This comes from
the fact that, as we have seen, consistent pairs of terms (and, thus, unifiable pairs of
terms) are exponentially negligible with respect to arbitrary pairs of terms. Hence, the
cost of any algorithm of unification, in a model where the number of variables is finite,
is polynomially bounded in the worst case (O(n`) exactly). From this we derive that
the main contribution, with a uniform distribution model over the terms, will be the
one of the nonunifiable pairs due to a direct failure .
Proof. We can split the series into two parts :
I z (T,T )zl
T 111T
I_
L T(1,T
)zIT
IT I
T.T'c .49
	
T,T'eFF
+ E T(T,T')zI
T
I I I
T
'I
.
T.T e6e
Bounding the cost of unification of two terms T and T' of f with M(I T I + I T' I )" one
has
T(T,T')zI T I
+ I T
'I<M ee„n`z",
T,T'e6L
T,
T'eM,l TI+IT J-n
where ee" is the number of pair of terms of tf with total size n.
With the expression of x" in the polynom basis {l, x,x(x-1), . . .,x(x-1) . . .
(x-v+1)}, we can easily express the right-hand side of the former inequality by
M I /i,z`EE(z)t`t l,
/v
Unification algorithms
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where the /;'s are constants and EE(z)t't is the ith derivative of EE(z) . The EE(z) 1 ' 3
all have the same radius of convergence, their smallest singularity being still
-=l/41(v+c- I); therefore, [z"]EE(z)t't . An -312(41(v+c-I))" remaining exponenti-
ally negligible with respect to [z"] BB(z), the contribution of the elements of FF is
consequently preponderant in the total average cost . 0
4 .1 .3. Average cost of the occur-check
The cost of checking the occurrence of a variable x in a term T of A can be
recursively defined as follows :
occ(c)=occ(v)=1,
I
I +occ(T,) if xeT,,
occ(f(T„T2))
I+occ(T,)+occ(T2 ) otherwise .
Let Occ(z)=Y TC . occ(T)zI T I ; we can rewrite this generating function as Oce(z)=
Occ,(z)+Occ 2 (z), with Occ,(z)=Y,,tr occ(T)zI' I and Occ2(z)=Y 1efocc(T)zI T I .
Therefore, the generating functions satisfy :
Occ, (z)=v+c-1 +1(zB",(z) 2 +2zB" ,(z)0cc,(z)),
Occ2(z)=1 + 1(zC(z) B(z) + z B (z) Occ 2 (z) + zB„_, (z) C (z)
+zC (z) Occ, (z) + zB,; _ , (z) Occ, (z)) .
Exact expressions of 0cc,(z) and Occ2 (z) are too long to be given . Asymptotically
around the dominant singularity z=1/41(v+c), we get
Occ(z)=-4(v+c) 3 l 2 ( Jv+c+ 1)/i-41z(v+c)
+0
(Z- (vl+c))-Occ2(z)
.
Hence, we derive the constant average cost for occur-check :
k"-
[ "] Occ(z)- [z"] Oc
cz(z)-2,jc+c(w+c+1) .
[z0]B(z) [z"]C(z)
Remark. In the specific case where I=v=c=1 of [12], we actually find again
ka =4+2J2.
4.2. Average cost of Robinson's algorithm with substitution delaying
We are going to determine the average cost of Robinson's algorithm with substitu-
tion delaying . This algorithm detects first the direct causes of failure and we know,
according to Lemma 4.1, that the average cost of the algorithm over arbitrary pairs of
terms will be the same as the average cost over pairs of nonunifiable terms because of
a direct failure.
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We use the recursive definition of the cost of the algorithm given in Section 2 . Once
more, we can express U RD (T,T') for ITI+IT'I=n as the nth coefficient of the
generating function U Rn(z) which satisfies the following linear equation :
URD (Z)=C2 -c+2v(Occ2 (Z)-1)+2cB (Z)+(12-I)Z28°(z)
+l(z2 B2(z)FF(z)+Z 2 B2URD (z))
+ I(z 2 EE (z) FF (z) + 2z 2 FF (z) (EE (z) +zEE'(z))+ z2 EE (z) URD(z)) .
Since uRR (v, T) is the cost of the occur-check on T, we have
Y, rRR (v,T)z 1 TI=v Y, occ2 (T)z1T I=v(Occ 2 (z)-1) .
t" . I), ITI-i .,,T ITlai
The singularity with the smallest modulus of U RD(z) is again z=1/41(v+c). Asymp-
totic analysis yields
URD
(Z)=K, Jl-41z(v+c)+O Z-	
4l(v
1
+c)
whence
[Z'l URD(Z)=K2(41(u+c))
n-3a
( 1+0 ( 1 )) ,
n
where K l and K 2 are constants depending on 1, u and c .
The coefficient [Z"]URD(Z) is of the same asymptotic order as [z"]FF(z)=
[z"]BB(z); we, thus, have the following theorem .
Theorem 4.2 . The average cost of Robinson's algorithm with substitution delaying on
arbitrary pairs of trees is a constant cRD .
The explicit expression of cRD
in its more "compact form", obtained with the
symbolic computation system Maple (see [7], is shown in Fig. 7, where X =
41(v+c)2-3v2-4vc-c+4v \/v +c-2v and Y=v+c (this can be used for computing
the average cost by fixing the parameters values!) .
The complexity decreases when i and c increase (we have a larger number of
clashes); it increases with v (that is, the proportion of occurrence) . We have the
following variations with l, v and c :
- v and c remaining fixed, the leading term in cRD behaves like a constant,
1 and c remaining fixed, the leading term in c RD behaves like v,
- I and v remaining fixed, the leading term in c RD behaves like a constant .
Numerically, for 1=2, v=2 and c=2, we have c RD ^-4.97 .
4 .3 . Average cost of Robinson's algorithm with oracle
This algorithm models Robinson's algorithm with cost I for the occur-check .
The recursive expression URD (T,T') of the average cost of the algorithm on a pair
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2*1-(5/2)*(-8*Y-(1/2)*1*1-(1/2)*v-2+16*Y'(1/2)*1'2*X'(1/2)*v'3+16*Y-(1
/2)*1-2*X-(1/2)*e'2*v-4*Y-(1/2)*X'(1/2)*e*v'2+32*Y'(1/2)*1'2*X' (1/2)*c
*v-2-2*e*1*X-(1/2)*v*Y-(1/2)+32*Y-(1/2)*1'(5/2)*c'3*v+96*Y-(1/2)*1'(5/
2)*c-2*v-2+96*Y-(1/2)*1-(5/2)*C*v'3+8s1'(3/2)*Y-(1/2)*v'3*c+24*1'(3/2)
*Y-(1/2)*c'2*v+24*1-(3/2)*Y-(1/2)*csv-2-16*Y-(1/2)sl-(1/2)*v'4-32*Y-(1
/2)*1'(1/2)*v-3*c-16*1-(1/2)*Y-(1/2)*c'2*v'2+4*1-(3/2)*v'4+8*1-(1/2)sv
-4-8*1- (3/2)*v - 3-72*1'(3/2)*c -2*v-2-40s1'(3/2)sc -3*v-144s1 - (3/2)*v'4*
c+128*c*1-(5/2)*v-4-28*1-(3/2)*c*v'2-184*1"(3/2)*v"3*c'2+1641'(5/2)*v'
4+32*1 - (5/2)*v - 5+144*c'2*1'(5/2)*v - 2+192*c -2s1- (5/2)*v'3+112*c - 3*1- (5
/2)*v+128sc -3*1- (5/2)*v -2-9641 - (3/2)*v'2*c'3-16*1 - (3/2)*vsc'4-28sc -2*1
-(3/2)*v+80*cs1'(5/2)*v'3-28s1-(3/2)*c*v'3-40*1'(3/2)*v'S-8sc-3*1-(3/2
+16s1- (1/2)sv
-
2*c-3+20*1 - (1/2)*v'3*c+16*1 - (1/2)sv-24c-2+4*1'(1/2)*vsc
-3+40*1-(1/2)*v-4*c+44*1-(1/2)*v'3*c'2+32*c'441-(5/2)*v+12*1'(1/2)*v'
5+32*c*1'2*X-(1/2)*v-2+16*c'3*1-2*X-(1/2)*v-8*1*X'(1/2)*v*c'3+40sc'2*1
-2*X-(1/2)*v-32*1*X-(1/2)*v-2*c-2+16*c-341-2*X-(1/2)-38*1 .X'(1/2)*v-3
sc+48scs1 - 2*X'(1/2)*v'3+c'2*X - (1/2)*v+X'(1/2)sv -3+2sX - (1/2).vsc -3-8*X
- (1/2)sc'3s1+6sX- (1/2)sv'2sc -2+2a1*X-(1/2)*v - 2+2*c*X - (1/2) .v -2+6*X- (1
/2)*v-3*c+16*1-2*X-(1/2)*v-4-14*1*X'(1/2)*v-4-26*c*1*X'(1/2)sv-2-26*c-
2*1*X-(1/2)*v+1*X'(1/2)*v*c+48*C2*1'2*X-(1/2)*v-2-9s1*X-(1/2)*v'3+8*1
-2*X-(1/2)*v'3-2*Y-(1/2)*X-(1/2)*v'3+32*Y-(1/2)*1-(5/2)*v'4+2*X-(1/2)
sv'4+e*1'(3/2)*Y-(1/2)*v"4+8*Y*1*X-(1/2)*v-2-2*Y-(1/2)*X-(1/2)*c-2*v+2
sl*X-(1/2)*v-3*Y-(1/2)+32*c-4*1-(5/2))/(2*1-(3/2)*v+2s1-(3/2)sc+X-(1/2
*1-1'(1/2)*v-1'(1/2)*c)-3/X-(1/2)
Fig. 7 .
of trees (T,T')e .3 .F is identical to the one of URO (T,T'), with the only difference
being that
URO(v, T) = URO(T 0)=
I .
Once more, we can express the costs URO (T,T') for ~Tj+~T'f=n as the nth
coefficient of the generating function U RO (z), which verifies the following linear
equation:
URO(z)=c
z -c+2vC'(z)+2cB'(z)+(1 z -1)z'B ° (z)
+1(z 2Bz(z) FF (z)+z 2 BWURO (z))
+l(z 2EE(z)FF(z)+2z 2FF(z)(EE(z)+zEE'(z))
+z2EE(z)
URO(z)) .
The singularity with the smallest modulus of U RO (z) is again z=1/41(v+c). Asymp-
totic analysis yields
1
URO(z)=K3
-41z(v+c)+O
41(V+ c)
whence
[z"] URO(z)=K,(41(v+c))"n-312
(1+0
(
1 )I,
/n
where K 3 and K, are constants depending on 1, v and c.
The coefficient [z"] URO (z) is of the same asymptotic order as
[z"]FF(z)-[z"] BB(z); we, thus, have the following theorem .
Theorem 4 .3. The average cost of Robinson's algorithm with oracle on arbitrary pairs of
trees is a constant CRO .
We have the explicit expression (with the same constant X and Yas for
co,)
shown
in Fig . 8 . Note that
CRO (CRn
The cost decreases again when I and c increase, and increases with v as v 112 only .
This can be explained by the lesser cost of the occur-checks and by the fact that the
number of (unsuccessful) occur-checks increases with the number of variables .
Note the variations with 1, v and c :
- v and c remaining fixed, the leading term in
cRO behaves like a constant ;
I and c remaining fixed, the leading term in
cRO behaves like v112 ;
- I and v remaining fixed, the leading term in
cRO behaves like a constant .
Numerically, for 1=2, v=2 and c=2, we have
cRo=1
.47 .
4.4. Average cost of
Martelli-Montanari's algorithm with initialization phase mixed
with first decomposition
One must think that the version of Martelli-Montanari's algorithm in which the
initialization of counters is no longer realized in a preliminary linear phase but during
4*Y-(1/2)*1-(5/2)*(-13*1"(1/2)*v-3-2*1 (1/2)sv-2+20*1'(3/2)*v"3-12*1*Y
"(1/2)*X-(1/2)*vac+8*1-2*Y-(1/2)*X"(1/2)*c"2+2*1"(1/2)*Y-(1/2)*c*v-12*
1-(3/2)*c*Y-(1/2)*v+8*1"(1/2)*Y'(1/2)*v-2-8*1-(3/2)*Y"(1/2)sv"2+10*1-(
1/2)*Y'(1/2)*v-3-4*1-(3/2)*c"2*Y-(1/2)+16*1'(5/2)*Y(1/2)*c'3+48+1"(5/
2)*Y"(1/2)*v*c"2-44*1-(3/2)*c*Y"(1/2)*v'2-24s1-(3/2)sc-2sY-(1/2)*v+48*
1"(5/2)*Y-(1/2)*v"2sc+12*1"(1/2)*Y-(1/2)scsv-2+16s1-(5/2)*Y-(1/2)*v-3-
4*Y*X-(1/2)sv-20*1"(3/2)sY"(1/2)*v'3+8s1-2*Y-(1/2)*X-(1/2)*v-2+16+1"2*
Y-(1/2)*X-(1/2)*v*c-4*1*Y-(1/2)*X"(1/2)*c-2-8*1*Y-(1/2)*X"(1/2)sv-2+8*
LsY*X"(1/2)*v+2*Y"(1/2)*X"(1/2)*v*c+2*1*X-(1/2)*v-3+2*Y"(1/2)+X-(1/2)*
v"2+2*1*c"2*X"(1/2)*v-X"(1/2)*v'3+4s1*csX-(1/2)sv'2-X- (1/2)*c"2sv+3*X"
(1/2)*v"2-6x1*c*X-(1/2)*v-6*1 .X-(1/2)*v-2+3*X"(1/2)*C*V-2*X"(1/2)sc*v-
2+20*1"(3/2)*v*C-2+12*1-(3/2)*v-3*c-15*1"(1/2)*v'2*e-1"(1/2)*v*C-2-4s1
-(1/2)sv'2*c"2+40*1-(3/2)*v-2*c-1"(1/2)*v*c-7+1-(1/2)*v-3*c+4+1"(3/2)*
v*c-3+12*1-(3/2)*v-2*c-2+4s1-(3/2)*v'4-3*1-(1/2)*v-4)/(2*1'(3/2)*v+2s1
-(3/2)*c+X"(1/2)*1-1'(1/2)*v-1-(1/2)*c)"3/X'(1/2)
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the traversal has a constant average complexity over arbitrary pairs of terms (and not
the linear one due to the initialization phase) . We shall see that the complexity still
remains linear.
The recursive expression UMM (T, T') of the average cost of the algorithm on a pair
of trees (T, T')eY.y is identical to the one of U R„ ( T, T'), with the only difference that
UMM (v, T)= UMM (T, v)=2I TI+ 1 since the algorithm requires a complete tree traver-
sal of T for the initialization of the counters . We shall prove that this variant of the
classical Martelli-Montanari's algorithm has still a linear average cost on the family
of arbitrary pairs of trees .
Once more, we can express the costs UMM (T, T') for ITI+IT'I=n as the nth
coefficient of the generating function U MM(z) which satisfies [he following linear
equation :
UMM (z)=c
2
-c+4vzC `(z)'+ 2vC `(z)+2cB I (z)+(l
2
-1)z2Ba(z)
+l(z2B2(z)FF(z)+z 2B2 UMM(z))
+ l (z 2 EE (z)FF (z) + 2z 2FF (z) (z) (EE (z) + zEE' (z))
+z2EE(z)
UMM(z)) .
The singularity with the smallest modulus of U MM (z) is again z=1/41(v+c). But now,
asymptotic analysis yields
U
16v(v+c) 2 1"
2
1 1
MM(z) =
+O
z-	
2
41(v+c') '
(v+c)l' Z- X *I/ (v+C)
with X=41(v+c) 2 -3v
2
-4vc-c +4v,/v+c-2v . Hence,
16v(v+c) 2 1'I 2 (41(v+c))"
1,, 2 (1
CZ"]UMM(2)=
2(v+c)l'I2 /i-
	 n +O n
The coefficient [z"]UMM(z) does not have the same polynomial power of n as
[z"]FF(z)-[z"]BB(z) ; thus, we obtain the following theorem .
Theorem 4.4 . The average cost of Martelli-Montanari's algorithm with initialization
phase mixed with first decomposition is linear . The average cost function .for UMM is
4vl'' 2
2(v+c)1"2 -
~ 1+O
( 1 )) ,
with X=41v 2 +81vc+41c 2 -3v2 -4vc-c+4v ./v+c-2v
From the previous expression, it is easy to derive the variation of the multiplicative
constant as a function of l, v and c .
4.5. Conclusions
We can draw some conclusions from the previous results on the average complexity
of unification algorithms . In fact, clashes are not sufficient to lead to a constant
average cost : it is necessary to use an efficient occur-check (i .e . without a total
traversal of subterms) . Then the variant of Robinson's algorithm, that we called with
substitution delaying, appears to be the most efficient unification algorithm on arbit-
rary pairs of trees with a uniform distribution since its average cost is constant and it
does not require specific data structures . Finally, on unifiable pairs of trees, it is easy to
realize that the average cost of any unification algorithm (without oracle of course) is
at least linear since the algorithm requires a total traversal of T for family I'A
5. Model with an infinity of variables
5.1 . Terms with an infinity of variables up to renaming
Our aim in this section is to study the influence of a model with a nonbounded
number of variables on the occurrence phenomenon (see Theorem 3 .2 and below). We,
thus, forget in this section the clash phenomenon (for which we derived a precise
analysis in Section 3) and, therefore, in order to simplify the following computations,
we consider from now on terms without a constant and with only one internal binary
symbol denoted by * . We model terms with patterns formed with a binary tree
structure and with variables at the leaves with equality up to variable renaming . For
example, there are only two patterns of size I (the pattern size is still the number of its
internal nodes) :
*(x,x) or *(x,y) ;
this illustrates the fact that the leaves of these elementary patterns are either equal or
different . The patterns of size 2 arc :
*(*(x.x),x), *(*(x,Y),x), *(*(Y,x),x), *(*(x,x),Y), *(*(x,y),z),
and, with the other binary structure,
*(x,*(x,x)), *(x,*(x,v)), *(X,*(y,x)), *(x,*(Y,Y)), *(x,*(y,z)) .
We have the following combinatorial theorem .
Theorem 5.1 . The number of patterns of size n is
C„B" + ,
where C" is the nth Catalan number and B, is the nth Bell number .
We know that C"=1/(n+1)( 2") and B„=Ep 0i
-')B,.
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Proof. C„ is the number of binary trees with n internal nodes and Bn is usually defined
as the number of set partitions (see [8]) .
Before the detailed proof of the theorem, let us recall some important proper-
ties of the famous numbers Cn and B, . The first Catalan numbers are
1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, . . . and the first Bell numbers are 1, 1, 2, 5, 15, 52, . . . They satisfy the
following recurrences :
~-1
Cn
n 1 1 2nt
= ~ CpCn-n- > >
p=0
1 Y_ kn-n~,
n-1
B„=e - Bp ,
k, k! ,=0( P
and their generating functions are given by
Cnz°= 1-
% /I -4z
a0
2z
Bn
Z
.=e
n,o
n .
Remark. One can also give an expression of the ordinary generating function of B,
with the following continued fraction :
_ 1
E
Bnz
"-
2
1 l z-
l . z
Cn
Bn
-
4"n
-an
exp (exp (s n ) )
e /2rzexp(sn )s,",'t
1-2-z-
2
This series is purely divergent (with a zero radius of convergence) (see [14]) .
We do not have any explicit expression (but one with an integral) for the patterns
series
Mz = z Mn - C"Bn+, z"-,n>a ni=">0
n! ,
but we know the asymptotic behaviour of the M, product of the well-known develop-
ments [11] :
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where s" satisfies s"exp(sn )=n+1 and, therefore, can be developed as
sn = In (n)-ln(ln (n)) +
ln(nn
(n))
+ 0
IOnn(n)n2 )
z
For the proof of the theorem, one can make a note of the one-to-one correspond-
ence between set partitions and lists of variables up to renaming . We can associate
with each variable the set of the places it takes in the list . For example, the corres-
ponding set partition of the list (x, y, y, z, t, x, z, y) is { { I, 6}, (2, 3,81, f4, 71, f5j) . El
We now determine the average number of distinct variables in a pattern of size n.
Resulting from the bijective correspondence above, this number is also the average
number of classes in a set partition . Thus, we easily get the following theorem .
Theorem 5.2. The average number of distinct variables in a pattern with size n is
n
V"=logn
(1+0(1)) .
This theorem shows that V,- . with n, and that this phenomenon cannot be
modelled with a finite number of variables v . This fundamental result justifies the
present study of this section
5.2. Influence on the occurrence
Now, we reconsider the probability of occurrence in a model where v may increase
with the size of the term . We consider basic pairs of trees (v, T), with T a binary tree of
size n and, therefore, with n+1 variable leaves belonging to a set of v available
variables. The total number of such pairs is vCnv"" and the total number of pairs for
which there is no occurrence is vCn(v-1)" ; the ratio is, thus, (1-1/v)"' I and we get
the following theorem .
Theorem 5 .3 . The probability for a pair (v, T) of total size n to be nonunifiable because of
an occurrence of variable v in T is
/ 1 n-1
P(n,v)=1-I1-- .
v
Thus, if v remains constant, the probability of occurrence when n- oc tends to 1 .
This is the case of the previous model and this expresses again the importance of the
occur-check we obtained .
However, the same phenomenon appears with an infinity of variables in the case
where v is of the same order as n/ln(n), which corresponds to the average number of
distinct variables for the previous terms with variable renaming . In that case, the
probability of occurrence behaves like P=1-1/n .
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Remark. We can derive this last result with a direct combinatorial computation,
considering pairs of patterns up to variable renaming (see [2]) .
When the number of available variables v is of the same order as the size of the term
n, we get P(n, n)= I -(1 - l/n)"' t -1-1 /e.
- Finally, as soon as v is of the order of n"°, with a > 0, the probability of occurrence
P(n, v) tends to 0.
6. Conclusion
Under a uniform distribution law for binary trees formed over a finite set of
variables V, the family of unifiable pairs of trees is exponentially negligible with
respect to the family of arbitrary pairs of trees . The different reasons for failure
have been analysed, and the analysis of the occur-check has been extended to the case
of an infinite set of variables . We proved in this case that the probability that
a variable occurs in a term of size n is 1-(l-1/v)"", where v is the number of
variables ; therefore, if v is of the order of the average number of distinct variables in
a term of size n . or if v is a constant as when V is finite, the probability that a variable
occurs in a term tends to I when the size of the term tends to infinity . On the other
hand, as soon as the number of variables is superlinear (n"°, with a>0) this
probability tends to 0 .
We have shown that when V is finite, with a uniform distribution of terms,
Robinson's algorithm with substitution delaying has a constant average cost over
random pairs of trees. On the other hand, over random pairs of trees, various variants
of Martelli and Montanari's algorithm all have a linear average cost in this model . The
point is that failures by clash are not sufficient to lead to a constant average cost; an
efficient occur-check (i .e. without a complete traversal of subterms) is necessary . The
average-case complexity of Paterson and Wegman's algorithm on random pairs of
trees as well as the average-case complexity of Robinson's algorithm in a completely
general framework (bounding it by a constant over nonunifiable terms, and by
a polynomial over unifiable terms) remain open .
It is still hard, however, to use the preceding results for choosing an algorithm
for implementation . On the one hand, the uniform distribution law is admittedly
unrealistic . On the other hand, performing the asymptotical analysis by considering
arbitrary large terms can be criticized since, in practice, not very large terms are
unified; instead, large sequences of small terms are unified . Investigating other models
having more realistic properties is, therefore, very desirable . The problem of unifying
an in-line sequence of terms is closer to common practice, but this is not directly
modelled by the families of terms we have studied . Note that, due to the composition
of substitutions, the use of a linear unification algorithm does not result in a
linear algorithm for unifying sequences of terms . The worst-case time complexity of
the algorithm proposed in [23] for executing a sequence of unify-deunify operations
is O(nln(ln(n))) . One approach to the average-case complexity analysis of such
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unification sequences is to generalize the results that have been presented here, by
considering forests of pairs of binary trees and by performing the asymptotical
analysis on the size of the forest, as in [4] .
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